
The Macritchie Story 

By Mark Wen Strange, 11 

A beautiful morning sun rose across the wondrous Macritchie. Macritchie forest is 
a lovely nature reserve, part of the Central Catchment Nature Reserve. It has a wide 
diversity of fauna and flora. To save Macritchie, Nature Society, Cicada tree Eco-place 
and a few concerned individuals protested to save Macritchie from construction of a 
MRT line. 

Anyway, I went to Macritchie forest with Aunty Vilma, Aunty Teresa, Uncle Gary, 
Sean, film crew (adults), Inez, Maria, Keiana and I (children). We were here to do the 
filming of Macritchie for a song to protest against the construction of the MRT. Usually 
whenever I go into Macritchie, I look at birds and mammals. The fungi in Macritchie are 
just as fascinating however. They are as hard as wood from absorbing the nutrients of a 
rotting log and there are so many kinds too! Insects eat these fungi too but insects have 
tiny mouthparts and stomachs so you can well understand why these fungi don’t get 
chewed alive in a matter of seconds. Whatever you do, do not try to smell the stinkhorn 
fungus (it smells horrible). We also saw ants that roosts in a plant as it gives out free 
nectar (well it’s not free; ants have to guard the plant from intruders.) So this is another 
touching example of symbiotic relationships. 

 
Filming of the “Love Our MacRitchie Forest” Music Video on 21 Sep 2013. Front row (left to right): Dr. Vilma D’Rozario, Maria 

Oshige (11 yrs), Mark Wen Strange (11 yrs), Keiana Reihanz (8 yrs), Inez Reihanz (10 yrs), Teresa Teo Guttensohn, Sean Benedict 
Guttensohn, Gary Lim. Back row: film crew. 

Don’t	  build	  
the	  MRT.	  
Save	  
Macritchie!	  



We came across a troop of Long-tailed Macaques; we saw a few female 
macaques with babies. We observed some eating rubber seeds and one female using a 
stick to dig for termites. They were not disturbed by our presence at all and were going 
on feeding themselves. We did not carry any food and the macaques did not bother us. 

We also saw a male Black Bearded Flying Dragon. It was displaying to females, 
raising its throat flap in a display of black and bright orange however, there were no 
females around and he skittered off. The highlight of the day was undoubtedly the Blue 
Malaysian Coral Snake. Its head was bright red and its body was blue it was extremely 
venomous, one bite from this creature and you’re dead. However its jaws were so small 
there was almost no way it could bite us. Nonetheless, we’d still have watched out. It 
looked extremely scared and was always slithering into the undergrowth. Nevertheless 
we still got decent shots (photographic) of it (watch the video at 
http://lovemacritchie.wordpress.com/gallery).  

We saw a Malaysian tree frog at a nice clean stream. It was very small and very 
cute too! By that time we near the end of the trail and the walk had come to an end. 

 

Mark Wen Strange, Keiana Reihanz and Dr. Vilma D’Rozario along a clear forest stream. 

   It would be tragic if the MRT would be built across Macritchie. The rainforest 
will be disturbed and the diversity of species will be wiped out and many trees will die. 
We must save Macritchie…before it’s too late.  


